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a b s t r a c t 

The successful synthesis of endohedral complexes consisting of nanoscale carbon cages that can encapsulate small 
molecules has been a remarkable accomplishment since these systems are ideal models to investigate how con- 
finement effects can induce changes in structural and electronic properties of encapsulated molecular species. We 
here investigate from first principles screening effects observed when small molecules, characterized by a finite 
electronic dipole moment, such as HF, LiF, NaCl, and H 2 O, are encapsulated into different nanoscale cages: C 60 , 
C 72 , B 36 N 36 , Be 36 O 36 , Li 36 F 36 , Li 36 Cl 36 , Na 36 F 36 , Na 36 Cl 36 , and K 36 Br 36 . Binding energies and electronic properties, 
of these complexes have been computed. In particular, detailed analysis of the effective dipole moment of the 
complexes and of the electronic charge distribution suggests that screening effects crucially depend on the nature 
of the intramolecular bonds of the cage: screening is maximum in covalent-bond carbon nanocages, while it is 
reduced in partially-ionic nanocages B 36 N 36 and Be 36 O 36 , being very small in the latter cage which turns out to be 
almost “electrically transparent ”. Interestingly, in the case of the ionic-bond nanocages, an antiscreening effect is 
observed: in fact, due to the relative displacement of positive and negative ions, induced by the dipole moment of 
the encapsulated molecule, these cages act as dipole-field amplifiers. Our results open the way to the possibility 
of tuning the dipole moment of nanocages and of generating electrostatic fields at the nanoscale without the 
aid of external potentials. Moreover, we can expect some transferability of the observed screening effects also to 
nanotubes and 2D materials. 
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. Introduction 

Buckminsterfullerene (C 60 ) is a carbon nanostructured allotrope with
 cage-like fused-ring structure (truncated icosahedron) made of 20 car-
on hexagons and 12 carbon pentagons where each carbon atom has
hree bonds. Since its discovery [1] this complex has received intense
tudy, also considering that, although C 60 is the most stable and the most
ommon naturally occurring fullerene, many other cage-like nanostruc-
ures have been obtained and can be hypothesized, by both considering
ifferent numbers of carbon atoms and also replacing carbons with other
toms. For instance, it has been natural to search for cages made by B
nd N atoms, since the B-N pair is isoelectronic with a pair of C atoms;
owever, a fullerene structure made by 60 B and N atoms is not optimal
ince the presence of pentagonal rings does not allow a complete alter-
ate sequence of B and N atoms. Fullerene-like alternate B-N cages can
e formed introducing isolated squares characterized by 4 B-N bonds
ith alternate B and N atoms. In particular, a structure made by 36 B
nd 36 N atoms (B 36 N 36 ), with a relatively large energy gap between
he highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoc-
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upied molecular orbital (LUMO), has been found to be energetically
ery stable, both in theoretical first-principles studies and experimental
nvestigations (see ref. [2] and references therein). 

Interestingly, by high-energy collisions of ionized fullerene species,
arsh conditions of high temperature and pressure, electric arc, or
y organic synthesis methods ( “molecular surgery ”), it is nowadays
ossible to produce C 60 endohedral complexes with metal ions, noble
ases, and small molecules, such as H 2 , N 2 , H 2 O, and CH 4 (the first or-
anic molecule to be encapsulated) [3–8] . Such recent achievements
n the synthesis of endohedral fullerene complexes have stimulated
any experimental and theoretical investigations since the cavity in-

ide fullerenes provides a unique environment for the study of isolated
toms and molecules. Moreover, these systems represent ideal models
o study how confinement effects can induce changes in structural and
lectronic properties of small molecular species and also provide a pos-
ible way to alter the properties of the otherwise rather inert fullerenes.
n particular, Kurotobi and Murata developed a synthetic route to sur-
ically insert a single water molecule into the most common fullerene
 60 [6] , a remarkable achievement considering that water under nor-
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Fig. 1. C 72 nanocage. The electron charge distribution corresponding to an iso- 
surface of 1.0 e/Å3 is also partially plotted (in a quarter of the figure). 
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Fig. 2. B 36 N 36 nanocage. Brown and blue balls represent B and N atoms, re- 
spectively. The electron charge distribution corresponding to an isosurface of 
1.0 e/Å3 is also partially plotted (in a quarter of the figure). (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. Li 36 F 36 nanocage. Violet and green balls represent Li and F atoms, re- 
spectively. The electron charge distribution corresponding to an isosurface of 
1.0 e/Å3 is also partially plotted (in a quarter of the figure). (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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al conditions prefers to exist in a hydrogen-bond forming hydrophilic
nvironment. The water molecule, with its relatively large dipole mo-
ent (1.9 D), is expected to polarize the symmetric non-polar C 60 cage.
owever, the theoretical study of such polarization effects has given rise

o a scientific controversy. In fact, while Kurotobi and Murata [6] , and
ucher [9] estimated a surprisingly high value of the dipole moment
f the H 2 O@C 60 complex (a value similar to that of the isolated wa-
er molecule), other theoretical first-principles studies [10–12] indicate
hat the dipole moment of H 2 O@C 60 is instead much lower (about 0.5 D)
han that for the isolated water, thus suggesting that a substantial coun-
eracting dipole moment is induced in the C 60 cage, which considerably
creens the electric field produced by the dipole moment of the encap-
ulated water molecule. The residual dipole moment of H 2 O@C 60 is still
ignificant, which could have interesting implications for possible ap-
lications of fullerenes. It is clearly of great interest to extend the study
y considering different nanocages, characterized by interatomic inter-
ctions different in character, and other encapsulated molecules to fur-
her investigate screening effects in endohedral complexes. For instance,
creening has been found in HF@C 60 [13] and in water clusters confined
n carbon fullerenes of different diameters [14] , by first-principles cal-
ulations of the dipole moments. Moreover, symmetry breaking have
een observed in the H 2 @C 60 , HF@C 60 , and H 2 O@C 60 endofullerenes
15] . 

In this work, by adopting independent theoretical approaches, we
onfirm our previous conclusions [12] about the pronounced screening
f the dipole moment of a water molecule encapsulated into C 60 and ex-
end the study to the encapsulation of some linear diatomic molecules,
haracterized by a dipole moment comparable (HF) to or even much
arger (LiF and NaCl) than that of water. We also investigate screening
ffects in other cage-like nanostructures, such as B 36 N 36 , Be 36 O 36 , C 72 (a
arbon fullerene with the same structure of B 36 N 36 ), and the hypothet-
cal ionic-bond cages (again with the same structure of B 36 N 36 ) Li 36 F 36 ,
i 36 Cl 36 , Na 36 F 36 , Na 36 Cl 36 , and K 36 Br 36 . 

In Figs. 1 , 2 , and 3 we show some of the investigated nanocages,
amely C 72 , B 36 N 36 , and Li 36 F 36 , characterized by covalent -bonds,
artially-ionic bonds, and predominantly-ionic bond, respectively (the fig-
res are also representative of the other considered systems). We also
lot the electron charge distribution to highlight the different bonding
haracter of the nanocages. 

Basically, our calculations of binding and electronic properties, and
etailed analysis of the effective dipole moment of the complexes and
he electronic charge distribution elucidate the encapsulation effects
nd suggest that the screening phenomenon crucially depends on the
2 
ature of the intramolecular bonds of the cage: screening is maximum
n covalent-bond carbon nanocages, is reduced in partially-ionic ones,
hile in the case of the ionic-bond nanocages, an antiscreening effect is
bserved. Hence, the latter systems surprisingly act as dipole-field am-
lifiers. 

. Methods 

Our first-principles simulations have been performed with the
uantum-ESPRESSO ab initio package [16] , within the framework of the
ensity Functional Theory (DFT). The investigated systems are located

n periodically repeated cubic supercells, sufficiently large (finite-size
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Table 1 

Diameter, cohesive energy 𝐸 𝑐 , HOMO-LUMO energy gap 𝐸 𝑔 , 
and percent ionic character (see text) of the bondings in the 
considered nanocages. 

system diameter (A) 𝐸 𝑐 (eV) 𝐸 𝑔 (eV) ionic char. 

C 60 7.10 -7.92 1.65 0% 

C 72 8.58 -7.77 1.53 0% 

B 36 N 36 8.70 -7.65 4.48 22% 

Be 36 O 36 8.03 -6.09 4.89 58% 

Li 36 F 36 9.36 -4.16 5.86 89% 

Si 60 11.67 -3.86 0.39 0% 

Na 36 F 36 11.20 -3.53 4.79 90% 

Li 36 Cl 36 11.30 -3.18 5.68 70% 

Na 36 Cl 36 13.50 -2.77 4.73 71% 

K 36 Br 36 18.50 -2.54 4.04 63% 
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Table 2 

Electronic dipole moment 𝜇 of endohedral complexes 
with HF molecule inside; 𝛿𝜇 denotes the change of the 
dipole moment of the endohedral complex with respect 
to that (1.78 D) of the encapsulated HF molecule when 
it is isolated. Binding energy (in square parenthesis us- 
ing the PBE functional in place of rVV10) of endohedral 
complexes. 

system 𝜇 (D) 𝛿𝜇 (D) 𝐸 bind (meV) 

HF@C 60 0.52 -1.26 (-71%) -479 [-64] 
HF@C 72 0.47 -1.31 (-74%) -617 [-61] 
HF@B 36 N 36 1.09 -0.69 (-39%) -374 [-63] 
HF@Be 36 O 36 1.63 -0.15 (-8%) -322 [-97] 
HF@Li 36 F 36 2.13 + 0.35 (+20%) -100 [-59] 
HF@Na 36 F 36 2.55 + 0.77 (+43%) -52 [-25] 
HF@Li 36 Cl 36 2.21 + 0.43 (+24%) -74 [-17] 
HF@Na 36 Cl 36 2.58 + 0.80 (+45%) -58 [-9] 

Table 3 

Electronic dipole moment 𝜇 of endohedral complexes with 
LiF and NaCl molecule inside; 𝛿𝜇 denotes the change of the 
dipole moment of the endohedral complex with respect to 
those (6.17 D for LiF and 8.59 D for NaCl) of the encap- 
sulated molecules when they are isolated. Binding energy 
(in square parenthesis using the PBE functional in place of 
rVV10) of endohedral complexes. 

system 𝜇 (D) 𝛿𝜇 (D) 𝐸 bind (meV) 

LiF@C 60 1.73 -4.44 (-72%) -1098 [-585] 
LiF@C 72 1.62 -4.55 (-74%) -1088 [-538] 
LiF@B 36 NF 36 3.80 -2.37 (-38%) -958 [-541] 
LiF@Be 36 O 36 5.52 -0.65 (-11%) -877 [-569] 
LiF@Li 36 F 36 7.98 + 1.81 (+29%) -402 [-314] 
LiF@Na 36 F 36 7.99 + 1.82 (+29%) -215 [-175] 
LiF@Li 36 Cl 36 7.55 + 1.38 (+22%) -225 [-150] 
LiF@Na 36 Cl 36 8.63 + 2.46 (+40%) -158 [-95] 
NaCl@Na 36 Cl 36 12.1 + 3.51 (+41%) -325 [-200] 
NaCl@K 36 Br 36 14.9 + 6.31 (+73%) -170 [-110] 
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ffects have been carefully tested) to avoid significant spurious interac-
ions due to periodic replicas: the lattice side ranges from 30 to 40 a.u.,
epending on the nanocage diameter. As a consequence, the sampling
f the Brillouin Zone has been restricted to the Γ-point only. Electron-
on interactions were described using ultrasoft pseudopotentials and the
avefunctions were expanded in a plane-wave basis set with an energy

utoff ranging from 34 to 80 Ry, depending on the atomic elements of
he system. Since van der Waals (vdW) forces are expected to play an im-
ortant role in the interaction of an encapsulated molecule with the sur-
ounding cage [12] , the calculations have been performed by adopting
he rVV10 DFT functional [17] (this is the revised, more efficient ver-
ion of the original VV10 scheme [18] ), where vdW effects are included
y introducing an explicitly nonlocal correlation functional. rVV10 has
een found to perform well in many systems and phenomena where vdW
ffects are relevant, including several adsorption processes [17,19,20] . 

In order to corroborate the conclusions of our DFT-rVV10 calcula-
ions and better elucidate screening effects, we have also studied some
f our systems by an alternative approach, namely the Self-Consistent
creening scheme (SCS) [21] . The SCS approach maps the dipole po-
arizability of the system into a set of coupled atom-centered Drude os-
illators. The oscillators are parametrized according to the Tkatchenko-
cheffler [22] approach to account for charge hybridization. Moreover,
CS includes long-range many-body contributions up to infinite order, at
n effective [23] Random Phase Approximation (RPA) level. In practice,
ne solves a discrete self-consistent electrostatic equation, that describes
he coupled atomic polarizabilities in the presence of an external field.

e also note that since SCS relies on atomic polarizabilities, it is a linear

esponse theory by construction. 

. Results 

In Table 1 we report some basic properties of the cage-like nanostruc-
ures considered in the present study: the cage diameter, the cohesive
nergy, and the HOMO-LUMO energy gap 𝐸 𝑔 . For all the nanocages con-
isting of two different types of atoms 𝐸 𝑔 is considerable (ranging from
.0 to 5.9 eV) and significantly larger than that of the carbon nanocages.
he cohesive energy (per atom) is defined as: 

 𝑐 = ( 𝐸 − 

𝑁 ∑

𝑖 

𝐸 𝑖 )∕ 𝑁 , (1)

here 𝐸 is the total energy of the system, 𝐸 𝑖 is the energy of the isolated
 th atom, and 𝑁 is the total number of atoms of the system. As can be
een, the cohesive energy is comparable for C 60 , C 72 , and B 36 N 36 , it is
lightly smaller (in absolute value) for Be 36 O 36 , while it is considerably
maller for the ionic nanocages, although, for instance, 𝐸 𝑐 of Li 36 F 36 
s significantly larger than that of the Si 60 cage, which was found to
e structurally stable at room temperature; actually Si 60 turns out to
e stable towards spontaneous disintegration up to 700 K, according to
revious first-principles simulations [24] . Also note that first-principles
alculations showed the high stability of alkali-halide LiF nanotubes
3 
25] and stable nanotube structures were also found for NaCl and KBr.
 𝑐 of the other considered ionic cages is instead smaller, so that we ex-
ect that these structures are less stable than Li 36 F 36 . In order to directly
ssess the structural stability of the Li 36 F 36 nanocage we have carried
ut Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations at different average temper-
tures. Newton’s equations were integrated using the Verlet algorithm
ith a MD time step of 1.0 fs and typical total simulation times of 1 ps

at T = 500 K the simulation time have been extended to 10 ps); the ionic
emperature was set to the desired value by simple velocity rescaling.

e observe that at T = 300 K the Li 36 F 36 structure is preserved, although
ome small distortions in the cage occur. According to our simulations,
he Li 36 F 36 nanocage disintegrates above 600 K, so that in principle this
ystem could be indeed produced and experimentally observed at room
emperature. 

In Table 1 we also report the percent ionic character, which can be
valuated taking into account the electronegativities of the constituent
toms and using the Pauling’s relation [26] . As expected C 60 , C 72 , and
i 60 are characterized by purely covalent bondings, Li 36 F 36 , Na 36 F 36 ,
i 36 Cl 36 , Na 36 Cl 36 , and K 36 Br 36 are systems with a predominant ionic
haracter, while B 36 N 36 and Be 36 O 36 are partially ionic complexes (B is
ess electronegative than N and Be less electronegative than O). This
spect will be relevant for future considerations. 

The electronic dipole moment of the systems is reported in Tables 2 ,
 , and 4 , and is computed as: 

= − 𝑒 ∫ 𝑑𝐫 𝐫 𝑛 ( 𝐫) + 

𝑁 ∑

𝑖 

𝑍 𝑖 𝑒 𝐑 𝑖 , (2)

here − 𝑒 is the electron charge, 𝑛 ( 𝐫) the electronic number density, and
 and 𝐑 are the valence and spatial coordinate of the 𝑖 th ion of the
𝑖 𝑖 
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Table 4 

Electronic dipole moment 𝜇 of endohedral complexes 
with H 2 O molecule inside; 𝛿𝜇 denotes the change of the 
dipole moment of the endohedral complex with respect 
to that (1.86 D) of the encapsulated H 2 O molecule when 
it is isolated. Binding energy (in square parenthesis us- 
ing the PBE functional in place of rVV10) of endohedral 
complexes. 

system 𝜇 (D) 𝛿𝜇 (D) 𝐸 bind (meV) 

H 2 O@C 60 0.52 -1.34 (-72%) -554 [ + 9] 
H 2 O@C 72 0.52 -1.34 (-72%) -531 [-25] 
H 2 O@B 36 N 36 1.17 -0.69 (-37%) -547 [-84] 
H 2 O@Be 36 O 36 1.61 -0.25 (-13%) -535 [-187] 
H 2 O@Li 36 F 36 2.20 + 0.34 (+18%) -152 [-76] 
H 2 O@Na 36 F 36 2.68 + 0.82 (+44%) -73 [-36] 
H 2 O@Li 36 Cl 36 2.32 + 0.46 (+25%) -87 [-25] 
H 2 O@Na 36 Cl 36 2.81 + 0.95 (+51%) -47 [-13] 
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Fig. 4. Differential electron charge density, Δ𝜌, for HF@C 72 , with isosurfaces 
shown at ±2 × 10 −3 e/Å3 . Red areas indicate electron density gain, while blue 
areas indicate loss of electron density relative to the empty C 72 cage and the 
isolated HF molecule. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this fig- 
ure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. Differential electron charge density, Δ𝜌( 𝑧 ) , along the F-H 𝑧 axis, in 
HF@C 72 . The vertical, black, dotted lines indicate the positions of the cage sur- 
face, while the red arrow represents the induced dipole moment with a numer- 
ical value obtained by integration on the 𝑧 axis (see text). (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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ystem, respectively. All the considered nanocages, in their optimized,
solated structure, are characterized by a negligible total dipole mo-
ent (in all cases not larger than 0.2 D). The scenario changes when
 small molecule with a finite electronic dipole moment is encapsulated
nto the cages. We denote these endohedral complexes as X@Y, where
 = HF, LiF, NaCl, and H 2 O, while Y = C 60 , C 72 , B 36 N 36 , Be 36 O 36 , Li 36 F 36 ,
a 36 F 36 , Li 36 Cl 36 , Na 36 Cl 36 , and K 36 Br 36 (only the Na 36 Cl 36 and K 36 Br 36 
anocages are sufficiently large to encapsulate a NaCl molecule with-
ut any significant distortion). When the small molecules are encapsu-
ated into C 60 or C 72 , as a consequence of the counteracting dipole mo-
ent induced in the cage, the effective dipole moment of the complex is

everely reduced to a value that is less than 30% of the dipole moment of
he isolated molecule. For H 2 O@C 60 this confirms our previous findings
12] obtained computing the dipole moment using the Wannier-function
pproach [27] and agrees with experimental dielectric measurements
erformed at low temperature and infra-red spectra of H 2 O@C 60 ob-
ained at liquid Helium temperature, which measured a dipole moment
f 0.5 ± 0.1 D [28,29] . Our calculation is also consistent with the exper-
mental estimate (0.45 ± 0.05 D) reported for HF@C 60 [30] and with
revious theoretical estimates for this system [31] . Therefore carbon
ullerene cages shield more than 70% of the dipole moment of the en-
apsulated molecules and clearly act as molecular Faraday cages. With
he B 36 N 36 cage the screening effect is less pronounced, since the dipole
oment reduction is about 40%, while in the case of Be 36 O 36 this re-
uction amounts to only 10%, so that this cage turns out to be almost
lectrically “transparent ” with X@Be 36 O 36 that acquires essentially the
ame dipole moment of the encapsulated X molecule. A qualitatively dif-
erent behavior occurs with encapsulation into ionic nanocages: in fact
n “antiscreening effect ” is observed since the dipole moment of the
ndohedral complexes is significantly increased , by an amount ranging
rom 20 to 70%, thus indicating that ionic nanocages actually act as
ipole-field amplifiers. Interestingly, the precise amount of percentage
ncrease depends more on the specific ionic nanocage than on the dipole
oment of the encapsulated molecule, even considering that LiF and
aCl are characterized by a value of the dipole moment much larger

han that of HF or H 2 O. In particular, ionic nanocages with Na and K
toms exhibit a more pronounced increase of the dipole moment than
hose with Li atoms. We have verified that the dipole moment of the
ifferent endohedral complexes does not change significantly by replac-
ng the rVV10 DFT functional by the PBE one [32] , that is a popular
unctional unable to properly take vdW interactions into account, thus
howing that vdW effects are not relevant for this quantity which is ev-
dently mostly determined by electrostatic interactions. 

In order to better elucidate the mechanisms underlying the dipole-
oment variations, a further analysis is performed. In Fig. 4 the changes

n electron distribution, resulting from the encapsulation process are
hown, for the HF@C 72 endohedral complex, by plotting the differential

harge density, Δ𝜌, defined as the difference between the total electron
4 
ensity of the whole system and the superposition of the densities of
he separated fragments (HF molecule and C 72 cage), keeping the same
eometrical structure and atomic positions that these fragments have
ithin the whole optimized system. This procedure is justified since, for
on-ionic nanocages, the changes of atomic positions upon encapsula-
ion of a small molecule are very small. Note that, in line with previous
bservations [31] , the polar molecule HF is slightly displaced (by 0.3 Å)
rom the center of the nanocages, so that the H-cage distance is smaller
han the F-cage one, due to the attractive electrostatic interactions be-
ween the H atom and the atoms of the cages. In Fig. 5 we also plot the
ne-dimensional profile Δ𝜌( 𝑧 ) , computed along the F-H 𝑧 axis, as a func-
ion of 𝑧 values, by integrating Δ𝜌 over the corresponding, orthogonal
, 𝑦 planes. Inspection of these figures, that are representative of what
appens in all the nanocages where a significant screening effect is ob-
erved, reveals that in HF@C there is a pronounced electron charge
72 
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Fig. 6. NaCl@Na 36 Cl 36 complex: displacements, along the Cl-Na 𝑧 axis, of Na + 

and Cl − ions of the Na 36 Cl 36 ionic nanocage upon encapsulation of NaCl: small 
circles represent the actual displacements of the ions, while the dashed lines are 
just a guide for the eye. The vertical, black, dotted lines indicate the positions 
of the cage surface. 
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ccumulation in the region between the H atom and the cage with a
orresponding charge depletion around the F atom, leading to the for-
ation of the counteracting dipole moment which considerably reduces

he effective dipole moment of the endohedral complexes; clearly the
verall response of these nanocages to the HF molecule dipole moment
s a significant charge density shift. One can make quantitative the in-
ormation contained in Fig. 5 by evaluating the induced dipole moment
s: 

𝑖𝑛𝑑 = − ∫ 𝑑𝑧 𝑧 Δ𝜌( 𝑧 ) , (3)

here Δ𝜌( 𝑧 ) has been defined above. The numerical value of 𝜇𝑖𝑛𝑑 is
ound to essentially coincide (see Fig. 5 ) with that of 𝛿𝜇 reported in
able 2 for HF@C 72 . 

Instead, in predominantly ionic nano-cages, the dipole moment of
he endohedral complexes is increased from the value of the isolated
olecule that is encapsulated ( antiscreening effect ) and this dipole am-
lifications is mostly due to a slight cage distortion: in fact positive ions
Li + , Na + , and K 

+ ) are displaced with respect to the negative ions (F − ,
l − , and Br − ). We can quantify this effect by computing the distance
etween the position of the center of mass of the positive ions and that
f the center of mass of the negative ions: this quantity ranges from
 . 3 × 10 −3 Å for HF@Li 36 F 36 to 5 . 5 × 10 −2 Å for NaCl@K 36 Br 36 . Basically,
s a small molecule with a permanent dipole moment is encapsulated
nto a ionic nanocage this reacts in such a way to displace the positive
ons with respect to the negative ions along the direction of the molecule
ipole moment. This cage distortion accounts for more than 80% of the
bserved increase of the dipole moment; the remaining increase is due
o the electronic charge polarization, and the small change of the inter-
tomic distance of the encapsulated diatomic molecule. The basic mech-
nism of dipole increase is illustrated in Fig. 6 for NaCl@Na 36 Cl 36 , where
his effect is pronounced: as can be seen, the Na + ions of the Na 36 Cl 36 
anocage undergo a significant positive displacement below the Cl atom
f the encapsulated Na-Cl molecule, while the Cl − ions undergo a nega-
ive displacement particularly above the Na atom of the molecule. Also
n partially-ionic nanocages, B 36 N 36 and Be 36 O 36 , upon encapsulation
ne can detect a relative displacement of the center of mass of the two
inds of atoms, however this displacement is much smaller (by one or
wo orders of magnitude) than that observed in predominantly ionic
ano-cages, so that the more standard mechanism of screening prevails.

In Tables 2, 3 , and 4 we also report the binding energies (in meV,
 kJ/mol = 10.36 meV, 1 kcal/mol = 43.36 meV) of endohedral com-
5 
lexes; this is computed as the difference between the total energy of
he X@Y complex and the sum of the total energies of the constituent
arts X and Y: 

 bind = 𝐸( X@Y ) − 𝐸(X) − 𝐸(Y) . (4)

e also add the binding energies obtained by replacing the rVV10 DFT
unctional with the PBE one. As can be seen, all the molecules are found
o form stable complexes with the considered nanocages (with the ex-
eption of H 2 O@C 60 using the PBE functional); however, differently
rom what found for the dipole moment, a proper inclusion of vdW ef-
ects is here crucial since these account for the dominant part of the
inding energy between the cage and the HF and H 2 O molecules, and
epresent a significant contribution also for the binding with the LiF
nd NaCl molecules, where electrostatic and induction-polarization in-
eractions are important, as shown by the fact that the binding energy
redicted by the PBE functional is (in absolute value) not much smaller
han that obtained by the vdW-corrected rVV10 functional. Note that in
he present systems zero-point energy (ZPE) effects are expected to be
mall: in fact Dolgonos and Peslherbe [31] verified that the stability of
ndohedral complexes is not considerably affected by ZPE correction of
he interaction energies, which does not exceed 10%. 

The previous analysis has been repeated, considering HF@C 72 and
F@Li 36 F 36 , as representative systems where screening and antiscreen-

ng effects are observed, by adopting a higher-level first-principles ap-
roach, based on the hybrid, vdW-corrected B3LYP-D3/6-31 [33] DFT
unctional and using the Gaussian 09 [34] computational package. The
esults of this new approach are essentially in line with those de-
cribed above: in particular, the computed dipole moments are 0.37
nd 2.32 D for HF@C 72 and HF@Li 36 F 36 , respectively, to be compared
ith the values of 0.47 and 2.13 D reported in Table 2 , thus confirming

he antiscreening effect in HF@Li 36 F 36 . Using again the B3LYP-D3/6-
1 functional we have also performed a Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)
35] analysis applied to HF@C 72 and HF@Li 36 F 36 : we have thus con-
rmed the ionic character of the bonds in Li 36 F 36 since a partial charge
f about +0.71 and -0.71 𝑒 is attributed to the Li + and F − ions, re-
pectively (without any appreciable change upon encapsulation of small
olecules). We have also verified that no chemical bond is formed be-

ween the encapsulated HF molecule and the nanocages; one can only
bserve a small electron charge transfer from HF to C 72 ( 3 × 10 −3 𝑒 ) and
o Li 36 F 36 ( 23 × 10 −3 𝑒 ). 

To complement the above first-principles DFT analysis, it is instruc-
ive to perform simplified SCS calculations for the dipole screening of a
ew relevant complexes. Within SCS the inner molecule is treated as a
ointlike dipole, so that some information about the actual molecule-
ullerene interaction is lost. Moreover, given the linearity of the ap-
roach, screening is independent from the magnitude of the molecu-
ar dipole. We will thus consider encapsulated HF as the reference ge-
metry, in order to extract qualitative trends. We note that the DFT
ipole screening for C 72 is qualitatively reproduced by SCS, reinforc-
ng our previous conclusions: a reduction of the molecular dipole by
7% is found, although SCS cannot account for the quasi-metallic or-
itals responsible for the charge localization observed in Fig. 4 . In fact,
hile the charge of each Drude oscillator cannot move much from its ini-

ial position, the many-body coupling between all oscillators produces
arger displacements where also DFT charge rearrangements are more
oncentrated. This result is compatible with the long-ranged charge os-
illations predicted in low-dimensional nanostructures [36] by a re-
ated Drude model: many-body couplings can strongly enhance the non-
ocality [37] of the density response in low dimensionality. 

On the other hand, SCS, differently from what obtained by DFT,
s found to roughly reproduce the same screening mechanism in all
ullerene cages. For instance, the SCS screening is overestimated in
 36 N 36 , where a dipole reduction by 55% is found. Given the limitations
f the naive Tkatchenko-Scheffler method in describing polar materials,
e exploited here ionic polarizability data taken from ref [38] ., as pre-

cribed. Even more interesting, in Li F , no antiscreening is observed
36 36 
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ith SCS: the coupled atomic polarizabilities alone are clearly insuffi-
ient to cause dipole increase (in fact, even in this system SCS predicts
 small screening of about 4%). This reconfirms that the leading anti-
creening mechanism in ionic fullerenes is indeed played by the ionic
earrangements, that cannot be captured by SCS. We observe here the
nalogy with ionic crystals, where strong electron-phonon coupling can
e associated to the rise of polarons [39] , which involve a major inter-
lay between charge localization and structural distortions. 

. Conclusions 

We have presented the results of a first-principles study of screen-
ng effects in endohedral complexes made by small molecules, with a
nite electronic dipole moment, encapsulated into different nanoscale
ages. A detailed analysis of the effective dipole moment of the com-
lexes and of the electronic charge distribution suggests that screening
ffects crucially depend on the nature of the intramolecular bonds of the
age: screening is maximum in covalent-bond carbon nanocages, while
t is reduced in partially-ionic nanocages B 36 N 36 and Be 36 O 36 , being very
mall in the latter cage which turns out to be almost “electrically trans-
arent ”. Interestingly, in the case of the ionic-bond nanocages, an anti-

creening effect is observed. In fact, due to the relative displacement of
ositive and negative ions, induced by the dipole moment of the encap-
ulated molecule, these cages act as dipole-field amplifiers: the dipole
oment of the endohedral complexes is significantly increased by an

mount ranging from 20 to 70%. The explanation of antiscreening ef-
ect in terms of ionic rearrangements is also confirmed by the application
f the alternative SCS approach. We have also verified that, while vdW
nteractions play a dominant role in the stabilization of the endohedral
omplexes, their effect on screening or antiscreening is instead minimal.
ur results open the way to the possibility of tuning the dipole moment
f nanocages and of generating electrostatic fields at the nanoscale with-
ut the aid of external potentials. Moreover, we can expect some trans-
erability of the observed screening effects also to nanotubes and 2D
aterials. 
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